HEC APPROVED SUPERVISORS-PIEAS

Faculty of Engineering

Department of Electrical Engineering

1. **Prof. Dr. Naeem Iqbal**
   - Approved
   - naeem@pieas.edu.pk
   - [http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dee/faculty.cshtml](http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dee/faculty.cshtml)

2. **Dr. Haroon Ur Rashid**
   - Approved
   - haroon@pieas.edu.pk
   - [http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dee/faculty.cshtml](http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dee/faculty.cshtml)

3. **Dr. Muhammad Tufail**
   - Approved
   - tufail@pieas.edu.pk
   - [http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dee/faculty.cshtml](http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dee/faculty.cshtml)

4. **Dr. Kamran Ullah Khan**
   - Approved
   - kamran@pieas.edu.pk
   - [http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dee/faculty.cshtml](http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dee/faculty.cshtml)
5. Dr. Nasir Rahman  
   Approved  
   jadoon@pieas.edu.pk  
   http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dee/faculty.cshtml

6. Dr. Sufi Tabassum Gul  
   Approved  
   tabassum_gul@pieas.edu.pk  
   http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dee/faculty.cshtml

7. Dr. Ghulam Mustafa  
   Approved  
   gm@pieas.edu.pk  
   http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dee/faculty.cshtml

8. Dr. Abdul Qayyum Khan  
   Approved  
   aqkhan@pieas.edu.pk  
   http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dee/faculty.cshtml

9. Dr. Muhammad Abid  
   Approved  
   mabid@pieas.edu.pk  
   http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dee/faculty.cshtml

10. Dr. Muhammad Aqil  
    Approved  
    aqil@pieas.edu.pk  
    http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dee/faculty.cshtml
11 Dr. Babar Hussain
Approved
b.hussain@pieas.edu.pk
http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dee/faculty.cshtml

12 Dr. Shakeel Ahmed
Approved
shakeelahmed@pieas.edu.pk
http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dee/faculty.cshtml

13 Dr. Muhammad Rehan
Approved
rehan@pieas.edu.pk
http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dee/faculty.cshtml

Department of Metallurgy & Materials Engineering

1 Prof. Dr. Muhammad Masood-ul Hassan
Approved
masoodh@pieas.edu.pk
http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dmme/faculty.cshtml

2 Prof. Dr. Mazhar Mehmood
Approved
mazhar@pieas.edu.pk
http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dmme/faculty.cshtml
3 Dr. Gul Bali Shah
   Approved
gbshah@pieas.edu.pk
   http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dmme/faculty.cshtml

4 Prof. Dr. Hasan Bin Awais
   Approved
   hasan@pieas.edu.pk
   http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dmme/faculty.cshtml

5 Prof. Dr. Tariq Yasin
   Approved
tariqyasin@pieas.edu.pk
   http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dmme/faculty.cshtml

6 Prof. Dr. Shaukat Saeed
   Approved
   shaukat@pieas.edu.pk
   http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dmme/faculty.cshtml

7 Prof. Dr. Muhammad Aftab Rafiq
   Approved
   aftabrafiq@pieas.edu.pk
   http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dmme/faculty.cshtml

8 Prof. Dr. Mirza Jamil Ahmad
   Approved
   mjamil@pieas.edu.pk
   http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dmme/faculty.cshtml
9 Dr. Tauseef Tanvir
In Process
ttanvir@pieas.edu.pk
http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dmme/faculty.cshtml

10 Dr. Muhammad Asim Rasheed
Approved
asim@pieas.edu.pk
http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dmme/faculty.cshtml

11 Dr. Fahad Ali
In Process
fahad@pieas.edu.pk
http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dmme/faculty.cshtml

12 Dr. Mujtaba-ul-Hasan
In Process
mujtaba@pieas.edu.pk
http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dmme/faculty.cshtml

Department of Nuclear Engineering

1 Prof. Dr. Naseem Irfan
Approved
naseem@pieas.edu.pk
http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dne/faculty.cshtml
2 Dr. Shoaib Raza  
Approved  
ssraza@pieas.edu.pk  
http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dne/faculty.cshtml

3 Prof. Dr. Aman ur Rehman  
Approved  
aman@pieas.edu.pk  
http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dne/faculty.cshtml

4 Dr. Masroor Ahmad  
Approved  
m.ahmad@pieas.edu.pk  
http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dne/faculty.cshtml

5 Dr. Inam Ul Haq  
Approved  
fac185@pieas.edu.pk  
http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dne/faculty.cshtml

6 Dr. Waseem Siddique  
Approved  
waseem@pieas.edu.pk  
http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dne/faculty.cshtml

7 Dr. Khurrum Saleem Chaudry  
Approved  
khurrum@pieas.edu.pk  
http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dne/faculty.cshtml
8  Dr. Amjad Farooq  
Approved  
amjad@pieas.edu.pk  
http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dne/faculty.cshtml

9  Dr. Azhar Hussain Malik  
Approved  
ahmalik@pieas.edu.pk  
http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dne/faculty.cshtml

Department of Chemical Engineering

1  Prof. Dr. Mansoor Hameed Inayat  
Approved  
mansoor@pieas.edu.pk  
http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dche/faculty.cshtml

2  Prof. Dr. Muhammad Tayyeb Javed  
Approved  
m.t.javed@pieas.edu.pk  
http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dche/faculty.cshtml

3  Dr. Muhammad Shafiq Siraj  
Approved  
mssiraj@pieas.edu.pk  
http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dche/faculty.cshtml
4  Dr. Atta Ullah
   Approved
   atta@pieas.edu.pk
   http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dche/faculty.cshtml

5  Dr. Muhammad Nadeem
   Approved
   mnadeem@pieas.edu.pk
   http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dche/faculty.cshtml

6  Dr. Adnan Hamid
   Approved
   adnan@pieas.edu.pk
   http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dche/faculty.cshtml

7  Dr. Muhammad Zaman
   Approved
   zaman@pieas.edu.pk
   http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dche/faculty.cshtml

Department of Mechanical Engineering

1  Prof. Dr. Mohammad Javed Hyder
   Approved
   hyder@pieas.edu.pk
   http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dme/faculty.cshtml
Faculty of Science

Department of Computer & Information Sciences

1  **Prof. Dr. Mutawarra Hussain**  
   Approved  
   mutawarra@pieas.edu.pk  
   http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dcis/faculty.cshtml

2  **Dr. Anila Usman**  
   Approved  
   anila@pieas.edu.pk  
   http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dcis/faculty.cshtml

3  **Prof. Dr. Abdul Majid**  
   Approved  
   abdulmajiid@pieas.edu.pk  
   http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dcis/faculty.cshtml
4 Dr. Muhammad Hanif Durad  
Approved  
hanif@pieas.edu.pk  
http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dcis/faculty.cshtml

5 Dr. Aneela Zameer  
Approved  
aneelaz@pieas.edu.pk  
http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dcis/faculty.cshtml

6 Dr. Irfan ul Haq  
Approved  
irfanulhaq@pieas.edu.pk  
http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dcis/faculty.cshtml

7 Prof. Dr. Asifullah Khan  
Approved  
asif@pieas.edu.pk  
http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dcis/faculty.cshtml

8 Dr. Tauseef Jamal  
Approved  
jamal@pieas.edu.pk  
http://faculty.pieas.edu.pk/jamal/

9 Dr. Muhammad Abid  
Approved  
mabidm@pieas.edu.pk  
http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dcis/faculty.cshtml
10  Dr. Kamran Safdar
Approved
ksafdar@pieas.edu.pk
http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dcis/faculty.cshtml

11  Dr. Fayyaz ul Amir Afsar Minhas
Approved
afsar@pieas.edu.pk
http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dcis/faculty.cshtml

Department of Physics & Applied Mathematics

1  Prof. Dr. Nasir M Mirza
Approved
nmm@pieas.edu.pk
http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dpam/faculty.cshtml

2  Prof. Dr. Sikander Majid Mirza
Approved
sikander@pieas.edu.pk
http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dpam/faculty.cshtml

3  Prof. Dr. Masroor Ikram
Approved
masroor@pieas.edu.pk
http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dpam/faculty.cshtml

4  Prof. Dr. Shahid Qamar
Approved
shahid_qamar@pieas.edu.pk
http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dpam/faculty.cshtml
5  Dr. Asloob Ahmad Mudassar
   Approved
   asloob@pieas.edu.pk
   http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dpam/faculty.cshtml

6  Dr. Afshan Irshad
   Approved
   afshan@pieas.edu.pk
   http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dpam/faculty.cshtml

7  Dr. Muhammad Tariq Siddique
   Approved
   tariqs@pieas.edu.pk
   http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dpam/faculty.cshtml

8  Dr. Shazia Bashir
   Approved
   shazia@pieas.edu.pk
   http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dpam/faculty.cshtml

9  Dr. Muhammad Basim Kakakhel
   Approved
   basim@pieas.edu.pk
   http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dpam/faculty.cshtml

10 Dr. Ahmat Khurshid
    Approved
    ahmat@pieas.edu.pk
    http://www.pieas.edu.pk/dpam/faculty.cshtml
Department of Medical Sciences

None

Affiliated Institutes

National Institute for Biotechnology and Genetic Engineering

1 Dr. Asma Rehman
   Approved
   asmanano@gmail.com

2 Dr. Muhammad Tariq
   Approved
   tariqgenetics@gmail.com

3 Dr. Saadia Zafar Bajwa
   Approved
   sadya2002pk@yahoo.co.uk

4 Dr. Asma Rehman
   Approved
   asmanano@gmail.com
5 Dr. Sumera Yousaf  
Approved  
sa_niab@yahoo.com

6 Dr. Waqar Rauf  
Approved  
wadhamite@gmail.com  
wqar.rauf@wadh.oxon.org

7 Dr. Waseem Abbas  
Approved  
wazim_cemb@hotmail.com

**National Institute of Laser & Optoelectronics**

1 Dr. Mushtaq Ahmed  
Approved  
drmushtaq@pieas.edu.pk  
http://www.nilop.edu.pk/

**Karachi Institute of Power Engineering**

1 Dr. Abdul Rehman Abbasi  
Approved  
arehman.abbasi@paec.gov.pk  
http://www.kinpoe.edu.pk/faculty.asp